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The COVID-19 outbreak has shown that pandemics, like other rarely
occurring natural catastrophes, have happened in the past and will
happen in the future. Although humans cannot prevent dangerous
viruses from emerging, they should be prepared to dampen their
consequences for the economy and all of society. The main objective
of this paper is to address the COVID-19 pandemic as a novel
mechanism of the motion of an aircraft through MIRCE Space, as
only then the most effective technological, social and economical
actions can be taken by humans to deal with it. Examples of
devastating impacts on aviation world-wide are given in the paper,
as well as, some of the human and technological solutions taken to
cushion their consequences.
1. Introduction
The philosophy of MIRCE Science is based on the premise that the purpose of
existence of any industrial system is to be industrial1, which means doing the
expected work. The work is considered to be done when measurable functionality
is delivered through time, like annual miles travelled, monthly units produced,
daily energy supplied and similar. [1]
According to MIRCE Science, at any instant of calendar time, any industrial
system could be in one of the following two industrial states:


Positive Industrial State (PIS), a generic name for a state in which an
industrial system is doing work,



Negative Industrial State (NIS), a generic name for a state in which an
industrial system is not doing work.

In MIRCE Science a work done by an industrial system is uniquely defined by the
trajectory it traced thorough MIRCE Space. Mathematically, it is a continuous
three-dimensional space containing discrete points, each representing an industrial
state that an industrial system could be found in at any instant of time and the
corresponding probabilities.
The motion of an industrial system through industrial states is governed by natural
or human actions that are generated by the following two types of mechanisms:

1

Industrial, adj - from Medieval Latin industrialis, in relation to Latin industria meaning
"diligence (persistent work), activity".



Negative mechanism that causes occurrences of negative industrial events
(NIE) at which industrial systems are compelled to move to NIS.



Positive mechanism that causes occurrences of positive industrial events
(PIE) at which industrial systems are compelled to move to PIS.

MIRCE Mechanics is a part of MIRCE Science that focuses on the scientific
understanding of the mechanisms that generate positive and negative industrial
events, which uniquely define a time evolution of industrial systems though
MIRCE Space [1]. The minimum sufficient “physical scale” that enables scientific
understanding of the mechanisms that govern positive and negative actions is
between 10-10 of a metre (the level of the atoms) and 10+10 of a metre (at the level
of the solar system). A full understanding of these mechanisms is essential for the
predictions of expected performance of industrial systems using MIRCE Science
Equations, like works done and resources consumed.
2. COVID-19 Pandemic
According to the World Health Organisation (WHO) a pandemic is “the worldwide spread of a new disease”, which is infectious and contagious.
As humans learned to live in-groups forming communities where they live close
to each other and also travel across the seas, numerous diseases have spread
around the world. Throughout history there have been numerous pandemics that
claimed the lives of thousands, even millions of people. The top ten pandemics
that affected humanity are presented in Table 12.
Pandemic
Antonine Plague
The Black Death
Small Pox Pandemic
Cholera
Russian Flu
Spanish Flu
H3N2 Pandemic
HIV/AIDS
SARS
COVID-19 Pandemic

Duration
165 - 180
1347 - 1352
1870 - 1874
1817 - 1824
1889-1890
1918-1919
1968 - 1970
1981-??
2002 -2004
2019 - current

Table 1: Top ten pandemics throughout the human history
The global pandemic caused by the newly discovered severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has caused world-wide suffering and
death of unimaginable magnitude from coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/10-pandemics-throughout-history.html
(accessed 23.11.2020)
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The effects from the SARS-CoV-2 crisis on human health, health care systems
and the global economy have been profound. The major cause of mortality from
COVID-19 is acute respiratory failure from acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS), although a number of patients with the disease are showing
cardiovascular issues such as congestive heart failure, cardiac arrhythmias and
vascular thrombosis, as well as brain dysfunction. [3]
In order to make copies of themselves viruses must enter the cells of their hosts,
which can be humans, copies are then released by the host cells and enter into
circulation in the body, infecting still more cells. Then propagate through the
world via host emissions such as respiratory droplets and infect new people. [4]
3. Impact of COVID-19 on Aviation
At the beginning of the 2020 the world’s airlines were operating around 24,000
passenger jets with at least 50 seats. Today that number is lower by approximately
80%. The impact of COVID-19 on UK passenger air transport movements is
drastically reduced, as shown in Figure 1 [11].

Figure 1: UK passenger air transport movements
The drastic reductions of flights in commercial aviation happened in the past due
to some of the following negative mechanisms that generated NIE:





design problems:
 grounding of Boeing B737 MAX by aviation safety authorities worldwide, following two fatal accidents that involved the plane’s anti-stall
system,
 grounding of Rolls Royce Trent 1000-powered aircraft (B787) due to
cracking problems in the intermediate pressure section of the turbine,
 grounding of Concord after the crash outside Paris in which 113 people
died.
natural phenomena: volcano eruptions, earthquakes, fires, bird strikes and
similar,
weather conditions: tornadoes, hurricanes, blizzards, fog, and floods,



political situations: wars and economical embargoes

The commonality in all of the above mentioned cases is the fact that there have
been demands for work done by airlines (delivery of commercial flights), but they
could not deliver the expected work (flights) due to safety and reliability reasons.
However, the drastic reduction in the number of global commercial flights in 2020
is due to a totally different reason. Airlines and their fleets are in positive
industrial state ready to deliver safe and reliable flights, but there is no demand
for flights by the flying public, due to the fear of the further spread of COVID-19,
by individuals, health and other governmental organisations.
Although humans cannot prevent dangerous viruses from emerging, they should
be prepared to dampen their consequences for the economy and all of society. The
main objective of this paper is to address the severe impacts of COVID-19 on the
commercial aviation across the globe and to present the best technological, social
and economical actions taken by humans to deal with it. Examples of devastating
impacts on aviation and transportation industries are given in the paper, as well as,
the human and technological measures taken to cushion their consequences.
4. COVID-19 generated negative industrial events in aviation
Aircraft are designed in accordance to the laws of science and engineering to
transport humans and cargo between chosen destinations through the air. Given
satisfactory weather conditions, each airworthy aircraft is in a PIS, which means it
is able to safely and reliability deliver expected transpiration work.
The business plan of each airline, world wide, expect that each aircraft in their
fleet will safely and reliably deliver between 3500 and 4500 flying hours per
calendar year. Hence, the types of aircraft in their fleets are determined by their
ability to attract passengers on the routes chosen to fly. All of these factors
together determine the price of each ticket, in the way that the revenue generated
by flying passengers and cargo is greater than the cost of the resources associated
with a delivery of the business plan.
From the beginning of 2020 the Covid-19 pandemic caused havoc in each airline,
as their respective aircraft are not delivering flights in accordance to the business
plan. By the end of 2020 it became clear that no airline in the world had managed
to deliver the expected flying hours from their airworthy aircraft. The end of the
year business reports will reveal the final statistics, but the estimated revenue loss,
due to the outbreak of COVID-19, for the first six months of 2020 is around $314
billion3.
The remaining part of the paper will examine the causes of those losses as well as
the measures that the global aviation has taken to deal with the totally new
business reality.
4.1 Impact of the Covid-19 Pandemic on flight safety
3

https://www.inaa.org/covid-19-economic-impact-of-pandemics-on-aviation/#:~:text=Covid19%3A%20Economic%20Impact%20of%20Pandemics%20on%20Aviation%20July,firing%20lin
e%20of%20a%20potentially%20devastating%20financial%20crisis. (accessed 6.12.2020)

Although the global reduction in commercial air travel, due to the Covid-19
pandemic, has in many ways eased pressure on commercial aviation, in some
cases it had the opposite effect on safety. The drastic drop in airline passengers
has triggered an unusual type of incidents that are affecting flight safety,
according to publicly available reports as well as government, industry and union
officials4.
Details of incidents have begun to trickle out through NASA’s Aviation Safety
Reporting System5 (ASRS), which posts anonymous field reports after validating
their authenticity. They include pilots reporting that:







unusually light airliners behaved unexpectedly, such as climbing so
fast that they exceeded assigned altitudes or couldn’t maintain cabin
air pressure.
one nearly empty passenger jet, according to the crew “climbed like a
rocket,” prompting them to exceed their assigned altitude
some aircraft have scraped their tails on takeoff,
some have gone off course or strayed close enough to other aircraft to
prompt mid-air collision alerts
the boarding process went so fast that the crew forgot to finish safety
paperwork
normal flight routines are being disrupted as thousands of airliners are
parked, some of them on runways at major airports.

4.2 Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on existing aircraft cleaning
procedures
As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic after each landing each airworthy aircraft
moves to NIS. This is due to health and safety risks, as it is possible that the
residual COVID-19 droplets on the accessible surfaces in the aircraft cabin,
including the toilets, could infect passengers boarding it for the next flight,
Aircraft manufacturers have published procedures on how to clean aircraft and
what products to use for years. Events such as SARS and the current COVID-19
pandemic have prompted them to issue reminders and, as lessons are learned,
provide updates. However, an Airline Pilots Association report issued in spring of
this year cited reports of non-compliance at 16 U.S. carriers and one in Canada.
Most of the issues concern the frequency and thoroughness of the aircraft-interior
disinfecting and the materials being used [9]. For example, pilots have been
provided with hand wipes that are not on the Environmental Protection Agency’s
E-list, which tracks products known to work against the novel coronavirus.
In the US the FAA and other regulators are hesitant to mandate aircraft-cleaning
protocols, referring instead to health agency guidance, which focuses largely on
aircraft cabins. Instructions on cleaning flight decks, such as in the International
4

Alan Levin, Bloomberg, June 12, 2020
https://asrs.arc.nasa.gov/report/caveat.html?formType=general#:~:text=NASA%20has%20establi
shed%20an%20Aviation%20Safety%20Reporting%20System,described%20in%20detail%20in%2
0FAA%20Advisory%20Circular%2000-46E.
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Civil Aviation Organisation guidance on protecting cargo pilots issued on 11 May
2020, refer to manufacturers’ recommendations.
A pilot for an unnamed airline filed a ASRS report in spring 2020 detailing an
onboard smoke event. “[An] air carrier captain reported smelling a burning smell
during cruise,” the report’s summary says. “Post-flight maintenance briefing
advised the pilots that alcohol from wipes may be shorting out wires.” The
unnamed airline reported that the issue had turned up on “several” aircraft.
Despite not enforcing social distancing while seated, United Airlines is committed
to ensuring its planes are cleaned thoroughly between flights. The airline recently
extended its cleaning procedures to include robots. The robots will spray
antibacterial liquid over all the surfaces that passengers touch. This includes the
toilets and the tray tables, as well as, overhead bins, seats, armrests and overhead
air filters.
This deep clean will not be used in between each flight, but on a weekly base.
4.3 Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on usage of toilets on commercial
flights
Since the creation of the multi class cabin, passengers are allowed to use toilets in
their ticketed determined cabin only. However, starting from 1 November 2020,
based on feedback from both passengers and crew, United Airlines has changed
this policy. Hence, passengers are allowed to use the first class toilets, regardless
of which class tickets they are travelling, as a way to reduce queuing and
crowding around toilets. Although the cabin crew advise the passengers to “use
the restroom located in your cabin when possible”, when there is overcrowding of
one toilet passengers can move around the cabin to use a different toilet, even if it
means passing from economy into first class6. The altered policy allows flight
attendants more flexibility to let customers use another toilet during certain
situations. That may include when there is a line for one toilet but not another,
when the service cart is in the aisle, etc.
Other airlines such as American have long allowed passengers to use whichever
toilet they choose. However, a Delta airline restricts passengers to the toilet in
their class.
4.4 Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on personal protection equipment for
Chinese cabin crew
The Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC), in its latest edition of
Technical Guidelines for Epidemic Prevention and Control for Airlines, are
suggesting cabin crew wear disposable diapers. The advice is meant to limit the
use of toilets while flying to and from high-risk destinations7. The 38-page
document contains special recommendations for charter flights to and from
regions where infections exceed 500 in every one million people. They include,
among other things, goggles, disposable shoe covers and nappies.
6
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https://simpleflying.com/united-airlines-first-class-toilet/?utm_source=Bibblio
https://simpleflying.com/chinese-cabin-crew-nappies/

The Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) recommendations also list surgical
masks, double-layer disposable gloves, goggles, disposable caps, disposable
protective clothing, and disposable shoe covers. Cockpit crew should also wear
masks and goggles but are exempt from the nappy request.
The CAAC advises that the last three rows of the cabin on high-risk flights be
designated as an emergency quarantine area. The document also requires the
airline to divide the rest of the cabin into sections, which include a “clean area,” a
buffer zone, and a passenger sitting area, each of which are to be divided by
disposable curtains.
Chinese domestic aviation has made a remarkable recovery. It is already back to
near-full capacity from 2019. On December 9th, the entire country of 1.39 billion
people recorded only 12 new coronavirus cases. Its economy appears to have
succeeded in creating the much-desired V-shaped recovery more optimistic
projections had been foreseen at the beginning of the crisis.
4.5 Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the decisions of where to ground
aircraft
When bookings collapsed for fear of coronavirus, airlines world wide, grounded
majority of their aircraft. Hasty grounding meant that only a few of the more than
700 locations where aircraft are now stored were designed for long-term storage.
The Mitiga Meteorological and Aerosol Contaminants Index8 assesses many
airports where aircraft are now stored as high in corrosion risk, extreme in
temperatures, or contaminated with sea salt, dust or sulphur dioxide. Singapore
and Jakarta are especially bad for stored aircraft.
However, there is a trade-off in grounding decisions. Airport storage costs more
and has higher risk of damage from unfavourable environments, but it enables
airline mechanics to perform the storage maintenance. In contrast, desert or dryregion storage cost less and is better for aircraft, but requires ferry costs and
expenses for contractors for executing required maintenance tasks.
Needles to say that storage also poses technical challenges, like: updating
software in remote locations, implementation of time-limited tasks and ADs9.
When the aircraft is in PIS, but in passive mode, it still has to be maintained. It is
necessary to rotate the tires, to rotate the engines, check all the fluids, the oils, and
all the lubricants. So obviously, all of these maintenance events will continue to
be accomplished, as part of the business of an airline.
OEMs have been working with airlines to find efficient ways of doing
maintenance on grounded jets, keeping them safe while saving man-hours. They
are addressing calendar-time tasks and looking for opportunities to combine tasks.
8
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An airworthiness directive (commonly abbreviated as AD) is a notification to owners and
operators of certified aircraft that a known safety deficiency with a particular model of aircraft,
engine, avionics or other system exists and must be corrected.

4.6 Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the contamination of fuel and fuel
tanks in grounded aircraft
In the COVID-19 pandemic environment thousands of aircraft are parked and the
probability of fuel contamination is higher than normal. Fuel microbes thrive in
heat and humidity, and if fuel becomes contaminated it can corrode fuel tanks and
cause wing structure damage. Hence, the fuel testing must be carried out more
frequently in the current circumstances, especially on those aircraft standing idle
in hot and humid places. [2]
Aircraft in tropical areas, much of Latin America, Africa, the Middle East,
Southeast Asia and Australasia, are considered to be at higher risk of
microbiological contamination, according to the International Air Transport
Association (IATA). Tests that used to be done at least once per year now need to
be done about every other week, according to Conidia Bioscience corporation10,
which develops fuel tests for various industries. In addition to increased testing,
operators are ramping-up fuel tank borescope or visual inspections for aircraft in a
temporary parked situation.
While operators or maintenance organisations run an aircraft to make sure the
systems are working, the aircraft uses some fuel. This can leave residue in the
tanks, which can cause problems. Any moisture in the fuel tank, due to heat or
humidity, can cause contamination, The fungi has the ability to stick to the tank,
so even if the fuel is free of contamination, parked aircraft in hot or humid areas
face increased microbial contamination, which requires extra inspections.
EasyJet has increased testing from once per year to once every 14 days, and the
airline is testing in 21 locations instead of one. For many operators, the more
frequent testing means more samples to be send the laboratory, which is where
many test providers still process samples. To take fuel test samples, send them to
labs, and wait for the results ordinarily takes 4-10 days. Today, when aircraft are
scattered around airfields away from home bases, the process inevitably takes
longer and requires more resources.
As the duration of the COVID-19 pandemic is unknown, ultimately the point
could be reached where de-fuelling is required, especially if it’s for disposal
because it’s been contaminated. In those cases some additional maintenance
actions will be required because disposal of contaminated fuel is not something
that is routinely done at airports. [JK] The logistics of this process is rather
challenging regarding the availability of injection carts, availability of the
additive, and also simple things like being able to access aircraft that are parked
nose to tail on taxiways.
5. Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the aircraft type retirement
The current pandemic has severely impacted international travel demand,
particularly the large-cabin segment of the market. Figure 2 clearly illustrates the
drastic drop in the daily flying hours of the two “sky giants”.
10
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Figure 2. Daily flights hours of A380 and B747 during the first 9 months of 2020
The list containing retired aircraft types by different airlines is presented in
appendix.
5.1 Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the retirement of A380
The A380, as the world’s largest commercial passenger aircraft, has been more
negatively impacted than any other type, with several national flag carriers
recently announcing full retirements of their A380 fleets.
In the context of the current COVID-19 crisis and its impact on anticipated
activity levels, the Air France-KLM group announces today the definitive end of
Air France Airbus A380 operations. The group had previously planned to phase
out its super-jumbo fleet by the end of 2022 as part of a broader strategy of
rationalising and simplifying its fleet in a bid to improve effectiveness and reduce
cost. Air France, the first European airline to operate the A380 retired its last one
in June 2020, having once operated as many as 10. The overall impact of the
A380 phase-out amounts to a write-down of €500 million and the group said that
would be booked in the second quarter of 2020 as a non-current cost/expense. Air
France said A350s and Boeing 787s would replace the A380s.
Lufthansa, which has already offloaded half its 14 A380s, does not expect to fly
the remaining airframes until at least 2022 and meanwhile will keep them in deep
storage.
Outside of Europe, the future of the aircraft in the fleets of Etihad, Qatar Airways
and Thai Airways has also been the subject of discussion since the COVID-19
outbreak.
The early retirement of the A380 type of aircraft is a totally unexpected
development for the commercial aviation community, starting with the designers,
manufactures and operators. Normally, all significant design decisions are made
on the expectation that each aircraft type will stay in operation for 25 years.
Hence, all design compromises, between mutually competing engineering and
management decisions are based on around 80% occupancy rate per flight over
the life span of 25 years. Certainly, this is far from the COVID-19 impacted
destiny of A380, which entered into service only in 2007 and as of May 2020,

according to Airbus, there were approximately 228 of the aircraft in service with
14 operators.
5.2 Impact of COVID-19 pandemic on the retirement of B747
The future life of the B747, also known as the “Queen of the Skies” is similar to
that of the A380. British Airways is one of the world's largest users of the Boeing
747, receiving its first Boeing 747-100 in 1971. The latest version, the B747-400,
was delivered in 1989.
On 17 July British Airways announced the immediate early retirement of their
fleet of 30 Boeing 747-400s. The aircraft had been due to retire gradually over the
next few years, with the last planes exiting the company by 2024. However, no
more commercial flights are expected now for the airline's fleet of Boeing 747s,
subject to consultation with the relevant unions.
In the communication to staff, British Airways said, “They are an airliner of
another era, however, and they burn far more fuel than the latest generation of
planes and, logically, require more frequent and detailed attention from our
engineering team. They rely on high passenger load factors and high premium
demand to make them commercially viable. Subject to proper consultation, their
early retirement would be accelerated over the coming months, and we would not
expect any more commercial flights.. The proposal to retire the entire fleet of
these iconic aircraft is nothing short of heartbreaking for those of us that grew up
watching them fly all over the world.”
The exit of the aircraft will affect hundreds of British Airways pilots that are only
qualified to fly the aircraft specifically.
6. Use of MIRCE Science Equations for the post the COVID-19 fleet selection
When bookings collapsed for fear of coronavirus grounding aircraft was a painful
but easy business decision for airlines. However, when the recovery begins,
airlines must decide11:





which and how many aircraft to put back into service immediately,
how to get them back most economically,
where and how to store the aircraft not needed soon,
which aircraft to retire and how to gain the most value out of it.

Answers to the above listed questions are rather complex, as there are many
factors that need to be considered under the veil of uncertainties. A common
guess is that no more than 5,000 of the currently parked aircraft will return to
service by the end of 2021. That would leave more than 8,000 aircraft to find
more permanent homes than the cold or humid airports.
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MIRCE Science Equations, Knezevic [1] are mathematical expressions of the
motion of industrial systems through MIRCE Space. They enable predictions of
the expected work done by a given industrial system to be computed together with
resources required, which when defined through monetary values present the
expected cost and revenue, from the birth of the system to its retirement.
According to the MIRCE Science the probability of an industrial system being in
PIS, at a given instant of time t, is defined by the MIRCE functionability
Equation, thus:




i 1

i 1

y (t )  P ( PIS , t )   P ( PIS i , t )   O i 1 (t )  F i (t ) 
where:



Oi (t )  P(TPE i  t ) is the probability that the time to ith PIE will take
place between the birth of a system and a given instant of time t
F i (t )  P(TNE i  t ) is the probability that the time to ith NIE will take
place between the birth of a system and a given instant of time t.

The positive work done, PW(T), by an industrial system during the stated interval
of time T, can be calculated by making use of the following expression:
T

PW (T )   y (t )dt

[Hr]

0

Hence, the numerical value of the above expression, when applied to each aircraft
type, in a given industrial system, presents the amount of time it is expected to be
in PIS delivering flying hours and generating revenue.
Correspondingly, the negative work done, NW(T), by a given aircraft type,
presents the amount of time it is expected to be in NIS consuming maintenance
and storage hours and consuming resources during the stated interval of time T,
can be calculated by making a use of the following expression:
T

NW (T )   n(t ) dt

[Hr]

0



where

n(t )  P ( NIS , t )    F i (t )  O i (t ) 
i 1

6.1 MIRCE Profitability Equation
The creation of the MIRCE Functionability Equation enabled the development of
the MIRCE Profitability Equation that links the revenue and cost sides of
business, by integrating the consequences of system engineering decisions,
adopted business methods and project management decisions.

According to MIRCE Science, the expected revenue of a given industrial system,
during the stated interval of time, Rev(T), expressed in the monetary units, MU, is
equal to the product of the Hourly Income generated by the provision of business
function, HI and the amount of the work done by the system, thus:

Re v(T )  HI  PW (T )

[ MU ]

In general terms, the cost of doing positive work during the stated period of time
that is equal to the sum of the costs of operation12, CO(T), which is equal to the
sum of the fix cost of operation, COfix(T) and variable cost of operation that is
equal to the product of the Hourly Cost of Operation, HCop and the duration of
the time an industrial system spends in PIS, thus:
CO (T )  CO fix (T )  HCop  PW (T )

[ MU ]

Equivalent cost for doing negative work (maintenance and storage), during the
stated period of time that is equal to the sum of the costs of maintenance13,
CM(T), fixed cost of maintenance, CMfix(T) and variable cost of maintenance that
is equal to the product of the Hourly Cost of Maintenance, HCmt and the work
done to the system, hence:
CM (T )  CM fix (T )  HCmt  NW (T )

[ MU ]

Finally, the profit expected to be generated by a given industrial system, during
the stated period of time, PROFIT(T), could be calculated by making use of the
MIRCE Profitability Equation, thus:

 MU 
  HI  PW (T )  CO (T )  CM (T ) 

PROFIT (T )  Re v(T )  C (T )





 HI  PW (T )  CO fix (T )  HCop  PW (T )   CM fix (T )  HCmt  NW (T ) 
In summary the above equation is the only one, known to the author, which
unifies all aspects of the existence of an industrial system. It enables the accurate
predictions of the expected profit to be made for each operational scenario,
maintenance policy and support strategy. The above equation “unites” the whole
organisation into an analytical scheme, rather than being a collection of a large
number of self standing models that address a few components at a time, or a few
performance parameters of the system.

The final decisions related to the determination of the aircraft type that should be
returned to flights after the COVID-19 pandemic elimination ought to be based on
the quantitative data obtained by the application of MIRCE Science Equations.
12

Cost of operation is a monetary value of resources used for the execution of operational tasks
that include: personnel, material, facilities, equipment, energy, information and so forth.
13
Cost of maintenance is a monetary value of resources used for the execution of maintenance and
support tasks that include: personnel, material, facilities, equipment, energy, information and so
forth.

These equations mathematically take into consideration all aspects of life of an
aircraft within an airline, including the impacts of COVID-19 on its daily
existence, for all feasible business schemes.
8. Conclusions
The main objective of this paper is to address the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic as a potential mechanism of the motion of an aircraft though MIRCE
Space, which is a mathematical reality of the observed physical realities,
experienced in aviation world during 2020.
The COVID-19 outbreak has shown that pandemics, like other rarely
occurring natural catastrophes, have happened in the past and will happen
in the future. Although humans cannot prevent dangerous viruses from
emerging, they should be prepared to dampen their consequences for the
economy and all of society.
Examples of devastating impacts on aviation world-wide are given in the
paper, as well as, some of the human and technological solutions taken to
cushion their consequences.
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Appendix: A list of retired aircraft due to COVID-19:
The low demand caused by the COVID-19 pandemic has forced all airlines to
resize their fleet and flight operations. With this some airlines sent their aircraft to
storage sites and some straight into retirement. Here we have collected a list of
retired aircraft prepared by Catarina Madureira14 is presented below:


Lufthansa: At the beginning of April, Lufthansa Group announced that A340600 fleet will be temporarily decommissioned as well as six Airbus A380s and
five Boeing 747-400s. Lufthansa Cityline will also withdraw three Airbus
A340-300 aircraft from service. Lufthansa announced that after COVID-19
the airline will be smaller and will reduce the size of the fleet by about 100
aircraft.



KLM: By November 2020 KLM retired their entire fleet of Boeing 747-400s.
Initially the airline was expecting to retire this type of aircraft in 2021, but due
to COVID-19 the retirement was brought forward without much notice.



Air France: retired all A380 in their fleet. The first A380 left the fleet in
January, two were sent to Tarbes Airport in France and another two to Teruel,
Spain.



Virgin Atlantic: announced the immediate retirement of all their B747-400
and four A330-200 aircraft. On March 24th the airline retired their last A340600.



IAG Group: the parent of British Airways and Iberia, retired all of BA B747s
and Iberia’s A340s.



American Airlines: officially retired the Embraer E190, Boeing 757 and
Boeing 767 fleets, which were originally scheduled to retire by the end of
2020. The airline has also accelerated the retirement of their Airbus A330300s. Additionally, American is retiring 19 Bombardier CRJ200 aircraft,
operated by PSA Airlines.



Delta: will retire the MD-88 and MD-90 aircraft earlier than previously
planned, with both aircraft types exiting the fleet effective June 2020. Delta
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Air Lines also announced that it will retire its 18 widebody Boeing 777-200
by the end of 2020.


Air Canada: retired 79 older aircraft from their fleet, including Boeing 767,
Airbus 319 and Embraer 190 aircraft



Air Transat: at the end of March, retired their last A310

Austrian: in November announced the phase-out of part of the fleet; including the
retirement of all seven A319s and three of six B767-300s until 2022, then the rest
of the Dash 8 fleet

